Natural Gas Supply for Hotels
FPL Energy Services, Inc. (FPLES) is a trusted supplier of natural gas, experienced in
providing hotels with straightforward, cost-effective pricing strategies to help manage
your natural gas needs. Maintaining a reliable supply of natural gas is critical to enhance
the overall guest experience, which is why customers rely on FPLES.
With an industry-leading set of capabilities, backed by more than 100 years of combined
experience, we provide you with reliable and stable natural gas supply solutions. We
understand the unique needs of hotels, including seasonality and the nuances of the
local gas market in Florida. As a long-term partner, we’re committed to delivering your
natural gas supply with unparalleled customer service, industry advice, and flexible
pricing options designed to meet your hotels needs.

A First-Choice Natural Gas Supplier
We understand the unique challenges of managing a hotel and the importance of delivering a reliable supply of natural gas.
Customers choose FPLES as their natural gas supplier because they have the assurance of doing business with one of the most
respected companies in the energy business. As a financially stable company, FPLES provides customers with competitive natural gas
rates, a reliable supply, flexible pricing options, accurate billing, and personal customer service. FPLES’ natural gas consultants are
available to personally assist you with your natural gas needs, including questions you may have about your natural gas usage.

An Experienced Supplier

Free Gas Analysis and Expert Advice

With more than 100 years of combined experience, FPLES has
the expertise, capabilities, and financial backing to supply your
hotel for the long-term. As a Florida based company, we
understand the local climate and seasonality of the gas market.
Our reputation as a supplier reflects our commitment to
operational excellence and, as part of NextEra Energy, Inc.,
our financial backing is solid.

A natural gas consultant will be assigned to personally evaluate
your current natural gas terms, free of charge, and show you
how FPLES can make a visible difference in your natural gas
supply service. Our local gas consultants are conveniently
located across the state, to deliver personal service and are
always available to you.

Competitive and Flexible Pricing Options
We carefully evaluate each customer account and recommend
the most cost effective pricing strategy for your hotel. By
factoring in seasonality, tariff, tax advantages, and all other
available opportunities, FPLES offers flexible pricing options
designed to best fit individual needs.

Our Natural Gas Consultants Provide:
» Experience and expertise working with hotels
» Personalized service, expert advice, and over 99.9%
billing accuracy
» Competitive pricing with no hidden fees
» Customized pricing solutions, including fixed price options
with an option to lock-in your price up to 36 months
» Free analysis of your current natural gas costs

Our Commitment
FPLES goes above and beyond to offer a reliable and straightforward natural gas supply. We are devoted to being your supplier of
choice and we are committed to make doing business with us fast, easy, and hassle-free.

Let FPLES customize your no-cost, no-obligation natural gas quote today.
Call 1-877-375-4674 or visit us at
www.FPLES.com/naturalgas

FPL Energy Services, Inc. (FPLES) is a subsidiary of NextEra Energy, Inc., and an affiliate of Florida Power & Light Company (FPL).
Please recycle.
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